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THE STANDING COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL DEFENCE

has the honour to present its

FIFTEENTH REPORT

Pursuant to its mandate under Standing Order 108(2), the Committee has studied Canada’s Contributions to International Peacekeeping and has agreed to report the following:
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LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of their deliberations committees may make recommendations which they include in their reports for the consideration of the House of Commons or the Government. Recommendations related to this study are listed below.

Recommendation 1
That the Government of Canada adhere to the one-year withdrawal deadline of 31 July 2019 for Operation PRESENCE that was announced in March 2018. .............. 9

Recommendation 2
That the Government of Canada examine the full range of actions that could be taken to expedite the transition of the air detachments in Gao, Mali from Canada to Romania. In identifying these actions, the focus should be on minimizing the operational impact of the transition in the theatre of operations................................................................. 9

Recommendation 3
That the Government of Canada, on a best efforts basis, support the transition in the deployment of Romanian forces as Canada’s successor in Mali. ......................... 9

Recommendation 4
That the Government of Canada provide logistics and heavy lift air assistance to the government of Romania to facilitate the delivery and transition of operational personnel and equipment to Mali. ................................................................. 9

Recommendation 5
That the Government of Canada provide to Parliament a thorough explanation of how Operation PRESENCE serves Canada’s national interest................................. 9
Between 9 and 16 February 2019, several members of the House of Commons Standing Committee on National Defence (the Committee) travelled to Senegal and Mali as part of the Committee’s ongoing study on Canada’s contributions to international peace operations. Committee members were privileged to have the opportunity to meet Canadian Armed Forces (CAF) members deployed on Operation PRESENCE, which is Canada’s contribution to the United Nations (UN) Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA). The trip included visits to the CAF’s Tactical Airlift Detachment and Operational Support Hub in Dakar, Senegal, and to the UN’s Camp Castor in Gao, Mali, which is where the CAF’s contingent deployed under Operation PRESENCE (Task Force Mali) operates. Committee members saw first-hand the professionalism and outstanding work that CAF members are doing in support of MINUSMA, which is one of the UN’s most complex and dangerous peace operations.

**THE UNITED NATIONS’ MISSION IN MALI**

MINUSMA is the third-largest of the UN’s 14 peace missions currently deployed around the world.\(^1\) It is also one of the UN’s most deadly, with—as of 28 February 2019—195 personnel killed since the mission’s establishment in April 2013.\(^2\) The situation in Mali remains precarious.

According to the UN Secretary-General’s December 2018 report about the situation in Mali, “the security situation [remains] of grave concern” as a result of “several complex attacks launched by violent extremist groups in the [country’s] central and northern regions.”\(^3\) The report also noted that UN “personnel [continue] to face threats related to armed conflict and criminality, mainly in the central and northern regions, as well as

---

\(^1\) In June 2018, the UN Security Council adopted UN Security Council Resolution 2423, which set out the following “priority tasks” for the Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA): supporting the implementation of political and institutional reforms, particularly the restoration and extension of state authority and the rule of law throughout Mali; supporting defence, security, stabilization, reconciliation and justice measures; protecting civilians; promoting and protecting human rights; and providing humanitarian assistance. See: United Nations [UN], “Security Council Extends Mandate of United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali, Adopting Resolution 2423 (2018),” 28 June 2018. Also see: UN, “United Nations Peacekeeping: Troop and Police Contributors.”

\(^2\) UN, “United Nations Peacekeeping: Total Fatalities since 1948.”

terrorism-related threats across the country.” As well, the report stated that “road travel for United Nations personnel ... [remains] dangerous” in light of the “local conflict dynamics and the expansion of violent extremist armed groups’ activity in the north and central regions of Mali.”

In Mali, armed group violence is rising, and attacks on UN personnel and infrastructure remain a reality. For example, the number of improvised explosive device incidents rose from 139 in 2016 to 217 in 2018. Because these incidents cause casualties, increasingly, the UN has been relying on air assets for aeromedical evacuation (MEDEVAC), as well as the transportation of personnel and supplies. Canada is among the countries providing such specialized MEDEVAC and aerial transportation services to MINUSMA.

**CANADA’S TASK FORCE MALI**

In March 2018, the Government of Canada announced its commitment to deploy an aviation task force to MINUSMA. The air contingent would consist of both CH-147 Chinook and CH-146 Griffon helicopters. The Chinooks would be available to conduct MEDEVAC, as well as other types of operations in support of MINUSMA, such as transporting troops, equipment and supplies. The Griffons would mainly serve as armed escorts for the Chinooks, but they could also be used for other missions in support of MINUSMA. The Government of Canada also indicated that the task force, which would be deployed for a period of 12 months, would be accompanied by a number of CAF members for support.

On 24 June 2018, the first CAF members to deploy under Operation PRESENCE left Canada for Mali. The first Chinook and Griffon helicopters arrived in Gao, Mali on 15 July. Canada’s air task force relieved the German and Belgian helicopter detachments based in Gao. The German and Belgian helicopters officially ceased flying operations on 30 June

---

5 Ibid.
6 Department of National Defence [DND], “Task Force – Mali: Briefing to the Standing Committee on National Defence (NDDN),” Document Distributed to NDDN Members for Their Visit to Task Force Mali in Gao, Mali, 14 February 2019.
2018, about a month before the Canadian air detachment became operational, and were withdrawn from Mali in subsequent days.\textsuperscript{10}

Canada’s Task Force Mali reached its initial operating capability, and became available to conduct air operations, on 1 August 2018. The task force reached its full operating capability on 15 August and completed its first medical evacuation in support of MINUSMA on 11 September. It currently consists of approximately 250 CAF members and comprises three Chinook and five Griffon helicopters. As of 19 March 2019, Canada’s Task Force Mali had conducted eight MEDEVACS, airlifted more than 344,000 pounds of cargo, and flown more than 2,300 hours in support of MINUSMA. In addition, the Royal Canadian Air Force’s (RCAF’s) CC-130J Hercules transport aircraft, which is operating from the Tactical Airlift Detachment and Operational Support Hub in Dakar, Senegal, has flown more than 958 hours in support of MINUSMA, airlifting about 2,100 passengers and approximately 1.65 million pounds of cargo.\textsuperscript{11}

**THE TRANSITION TO ROMANIA AND ITS CHALLENGES**

Operation PRESENCE is scheduled to end on 31 July 2019.\textsuperscript{12} A Romanian transport helicopter detachment will replace Canada’s air task force in Mali, although this detachment is not expected to be fully operational before 15 October 2019, at the earliest.\textsuperscript{13} The Committee heard that Romania will not be ready before that date for reasons that include the training of its personnel and modifications to its equipment for the mission. Another reason pertains to Romania’s lack of a strategic airlift capability, which leads to a reliance on other means to transport its personnel and equipment into the theatre of operation.\textsuperscript{14} While most of the individuals with whom the Committee met in Senegal and Mali described the contributions of Canada’s Task Force Mali as exemplary, and praised the professionalism and value of the CAF’s air detachment in Gao, several raised concerns about a significant capability gap of almost three months

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{10} NDDN Visit to Task Force Mali, Gao, Mali, 14 February 2019.
  \item \textsuperscript{12} DND, “\textit{Operation PRESENCE – Mali}.”
  \item \textsuperscript{13} Global Affairs Canada, “\textit{Romania to Replace Canada in Mali Peacekeeping Mission},” 31 January 2019.
  \item \textsuperscript{14} NDDN Visit to Bamako, Mali, 13 February 2019; and NDDN Visit to Dakar, Senegal, 15 February 2019.
\end{itemize}
between the end of Canada’s mission on 31 July and the beginning of Romania’s mission on 15 October.

When Committee members visited MINUSMA Headquarters in Bamako, Mali, senior UN officials highlighted the capability gap between the Canadians’ departure and the arrival of the Romanians. Senior UN representatives characterized the gap as dramatic, and said that it could cause serious problems “on the ground” if UN personnel are attacked and injured, and cannot rapidly access adequate MEDEVAC during that period.

MINUSMA officials commented that, between the Canadians’ departure and the Romanians’ arrival, the UN plans to fill the capability gap with contracted civilian helicopters and aircrews—its so-called “white fleet” helicopters—at disproportionate expense to the UN, but emphasized that this solution would not fully compensate for the use of military helicopters like Canada’s Chinooks and Griffons. They explained that military helicopters and aircrews can fly at night, and can operate in riskier and more dangerous environments than their civilian counterparts because they are armed and use more sophisticated technology and equipment; the risk tolerance of civilian aircrews is lower than that of military personnel. MINUSMA officials repeatedly praised the value and sophistication of Canada’s Chinooks and Griffons, and spoke about the ways in which these air assets can perform tasks that civilian helicopters cannot. They also acknowledged the high levels of training and professionalism of CAF members, and the valuable contributions that these members are making to MINUSMA.15

The Committee was told that, in an effort to limit risks to UN personnel, the UN would likely have to scale down operations during the capability gap between the Canadians’ departure from, and the Romanians’ arrival in, Mali. It was explained that, without an aeromedical capability, UN ground troops would have to significantly reduce the range of their patrols, as well as the services they provide in the communities. A senior UN official said that it would be greatly appreciated if Canada could prolong its mission as long as possible in order to minimize the gap.16

However, in making its announcement, the Government of Canada made it clear that Task Force Mali would have a duration of 12 months, and Canadian military officials emphasized the need to repatriate the Chinook and Griffon helicopters and aircrews in July 2019 to avoid a domestic operational capability gap. Committee members were told that the mission is putting a strain on Chinook aircrew training in Canada because the aircrews that fly the Chinooks in Mali are also the trainers for such helicopters.

15 NDDN Visit to MINUSMA Headquarters, Bamako, Mali, 12 February 2019.
16 Ibid.
Committee members also heard that the helicopters need to be repatriated for maintenance purposes and to upgrade software. Also, prolonging the mission would further affect force generation and force employment in Canada. Extending Canada’s mission in Mali would also give rise to other challenges. For example, Mali’s summer months are extremely hot and humid, which puts a severe strain on both personnel and equipment. The Committee also heard that, during the rainy season, the tempo of operation is generally reduced. Because of humidity, temperatures often reach almost 50 degrees Celsius, and flying conditions could be hazardous because of extreme and unpredictable rainy or dusty conditions.

That said, because there is insufficient space at Camp Castor in Gao to accommodate both the Canadian and the Romanian air detachments at the same time, a short period of time is required between these two missions; the missions must not overlap. Committee members were informed that, for logistical reasons, a gap of several weeks is needed. Canadian military officials noted that, in summer 2018, there was a transition of about one month between the German/Belgian and Canadian missions; the UN used civilian helicopters during that period. A similar gap needs to exist between the handover from Canada to Romania.

Canadian military officials indicated that, between 31 July and 15 October 2019, the UN could use contracted civilian MEDEVAC helicopters operating out of Timbuktu, Mali, which would be escorted by MD-500 armed helicopters from El Salvador’s Gao-based air contingent. However, because these civilian helicopters would not have the capability to carry out a MEDEVAC under fire, the UN would likely reduce its operations during the period between the Canadian and Romanian missions to mitigate risks while limited military aeromedical capability is available.

MANAGING THE TRANSITION TO REDUCE THE CAPABILITY GAP

While a gap of several weeks between the Canadian and Romanian missions in Mali is required for logistical reasons, Canada could take actions to reduce the capability gap
that would exist between 31 July and 15 October 2019, and to facilitate—and possibly accelerate—the transition to Romania.

On 15 February 2019, Committee members spoke with a Romanian official in Dakar, Senegal about actions that Canada could take to assist Romania. The Committee was told that Romania is looking to Canada for advice, assistance and suggestions about ways to facilitate the handover and reduce the capability gap between the two missions. While the Romanian official had no immediate suggestions to make regarding the assistance that Canada could provide, the person noted that the issue has been discussed in Romania, and that the Government of Romania will provide specific information and suggestions to the Government of Canada.22

Although Canada is officially scheduled to cease flying operations in Mali on 31 July 2019, the repatriation of equipment and CAF members is expected to occur within the following five to six weeks. Consequently, there will be limited Canadian assets and people in Gao that could be used to help close the capability gap and assist Romania during the transition period between the countries’ missions. Although Romania is expected to begin flying operations on 15 October, its personnel and supplies will enter the theatre of operation in summer 2019, and Canadian assets in Gao could be of assistance.23

While in Senegal and Mali, the Committee heard that Canada could facilitate the handover and help to ensure that Romania’s air detachment is fully operational by 15 October 2019. CAF members have experience “on the ground” and could transfer some of their knowledge to the Romanians. There were also discussions about the extensive administrative processes that troop-contributing countries must engage in at the UN and how Canada could help Romania expedite those processes with its experience. The Committee also heard that the CAF could also use its resources to help the Romanians move some of their personnel and equipment to Mali. It was noted that, unlike Canada, Romania lacks a strategic airlift capability. Thus, Canada could support Romania by helping to transport personnel and equipment to Gao using the RCAF’s CC-177 Globemaster strategic transport and CC-130J Hercules tactical transport aircraft. The CAF’s Operational Support Hub in Dakar could be used for that purpose.24

22 NDDN Visit to Dakar, Senegal, 15 February 2019.
23 NDDN Visit to Bamako, Mali, 13 February 2019; and NDDN Visit to Task Force Mali, Gao, Mali, 14 February 2019.
24 NDDN Visit to Bamako, Mali, 13 February 2019; and NDDN Visit to Dakar, Senegal, 15 February 2019.
THE COMMITTEE’S THOUGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As Committee members heard in Ottawa and during their visit to Senegal and Mali, there are several ways in which Canada could help facilitate and accelerate the handover to Romania. Canada and Romania are North Atlantic Treaty Organization allies and have maintained strong military relations for many years. Military cooperation between the two countries is not new.

In light of what Committee members learned while in Senegal and Mali, the Committee recommends:

Recommendation 1

That the Government of Canada adhere to the one-year withdrawal deadline of 31 July 2019 for Operation PRESENCE that was announced in March 2018.

Recommendation 2

That the Government of Canada examine the full range of actions that could be taken to expedite the transition of the air detachments in Gao, Mali from Canada to Romania. In identifying these actions, the focus should be on minimizing the operational impact of the transition in the theatre of operations.

Recommendation 3

That the Government of Canada, on a best efforts basis, support the transition in the deployment of Romanian forces as Canada’s successor in Mali.

Recommendation 4

That the Government of Canada provide logistics and heavy lift air assistance to the government of Romania to facilitate the delivery and transition of operational personnel and equipment to Mali.

Recommendation 5

That the Government of Canada provide to Parliament a thorough explanation of how Operation PRESENCE serves Canada’s national interest.
APPENDIX A

SENEGAL AND MALI

TRAVEL FROM FEBRUARY 9 TO 16, 2019

Embassy of Canada to Senegal
Lise Filiatrault, Ambassador

Think tanks
Lori Anne Theroux Benoni, Regional Director for West Africa, Institute for Security Studies
Colonel Babacar Diouf, Research Director, Centre des Hautes Études de Défense et Sécurité (CHEDS)
Ibrahim Yahaya, Analyst, International Crisis Group (ICG)

National Assembly of Senegal
Alioune Badara Diouf, Chair, Defence and Security Committee; Member, Senegal National Assembly

Ambassadors
Ibrahim Thiaw, Special Advisor to the UN Secretary General for the Sahel
Irène Mingasson, Ambassador of the European Union to Senegal
Theo Peters, Ambassador of Netherlands to Senegal
Elena Stefoi, Ambassador of Romania to Senegal
Stephan Röken, Ambassador of Germany to Senegal

Senegalese Armed Forces
Vice-Admiral Cissoko, Deputy Chief of the Army General Staff
Colonel Philippe Diap, Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations
Commander Ibrahima Sow, Chief, COOP Division
Colonel Sene, Chief of the Air Force Staff

UN Office for West Africa and the Sahel
Jerôme Mellon, Political Advisor

Embassy of Canada to Mali
Louis Verret, Ambassador
MINUSMA, UN Special Representative of the Secretary General
Mahamet Saleh Annadif, Special Representative of the Secretary-General (SRSG) and Head of MINUSMA
Mbaranga Gasarabwe, Deputy Special Representative of the Secretary-General (DSRSG), Humanitarian Affairs and UN Resident Coordinator, Humanitarian Coordinator and Resident Representative of UNDP
Issoufou Yacouba, Police Commissioner
Major-General Amadou Kane, Deputy Force Commander
Michael Kitivi, Director of Mission Support
Nelly Ahouilhoua, Deputy Chief of Staff
Bruno Mpondo-Epo, Director of Political Affairs

Ministry of Social Cohesion, Peace and Reconciliation
Lassine Bouaré, Minister of Social Cohesion, Peace and Reconciliation
Attaher Ag Iknane, Secretary-General of Ministry of Social Cohesion, Peace and Reconciliation

Ecole de Maintien de la Paix Alioune Blondin Bèye
Colonel Joseph Calvez, Director of Studies
Lieutenant-Colonel Aliou Bagayoko, Director of Instruction
Hadjia T Samake, Instructor
Lieutenant-Colonel Toni Wietek, Director of Courses
Lieutenant-Colonel Sidi Fofona, Deputy Director of Studies

National Assembly of Mali
Issaka Sidibe, President of the National Assembly

Women, Peace and Security
Fatoumata Chabane, Program Officer, Malian Institute for Action Research for Peace
Vianney Bisimwa, Country Director, Search for Common Ground
Abdoulaye Doucoure, Coordinator, Avocats Sans Frontières Canada
Lindora Howard-Diawara, Program Manager, Mercy Corps
Paul Reglinski, Deputy Country Director, Mercy Corps

Carter Center, Independent Observer on the implementation of the Agreement on Peace and Reconciliation in Mali
Jean Ntole Kazadi, Deputy Special Advisor
Claudio Ferrante, Analyst
Laurence Barros, Coordinator
Task Force Mali, Gao
Colonel Travis Morehen, Task Force Commander
REQUEST FOR GOVERNMENT RESPONSE

Pursuant to Standing Order 109, the Committee requests that the government table a comprehensive response to this Report.

A copy of the relevant Minutes of Proceedings (Meetings Nos. 132 and 133) is tabled.

Respectfully submitted,

Stephen Fuhr
Chair
NDP Dissenting Report On NDDN Interim Report on Canada’s Task Force in Mali

The NDP dissents from the National Defence Committee report on The Transition of Canada’s Task Force in Mali. The Interim report fails to reflect the danger for UN operations in Mali resulting from an early departure of the Canadian Forces and fails to reflect the critical nature of the UN mission in Mali to stability in West Africa. New Democrats strongly support Canada’s involvement in the United Nations Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) and the Canadian Armed Forces’ contingent in Operation PRESENCE (Task Force Mali). When the Defence Committee visited Mali in February we heard universal praise for our support for the mission and for the high level of expertise Canadian Forces have brought to the field. As well, the Committee repeatedly heard that the MEDEVAC support Canada brings to the mission is critical to UN operations in Mali.

It is important for Canadians to know exactly what MINUSMA is doing in Mali. This UN force is responsible for protecting schools and hospitals, transportation lines, protection for humanitarian aid delivery, including food delivery to civilians in a country where one quarter of the population is directly dependent on international food aid. It is the support that MINUSMA is providing to the ongoing peace process that will prevent Mali from descending in to a failed state and a haven for terrorist activities. This important work cannot be carried out without the aeromedical evacuation (MEDEVAC) services that Canada is providing under Operation PRESENCE. Canada currently has three Chinook and five Griffon helicopters, transport capability with the CC-130J Hercules, and 250 Canadian Armed Forces members in Mali.

Romania has been tasked with taking over for Canada after the July 31, 2019 end-date. However, Romania has been clear that the timing of the request means that they cannot be operational until October 15th, 2019 at the earliest due to the need to complete training, preparation of necessary equipment, and finding the heavy-lift capability necessary to get their forces into the field. Between Canada ceasing operations and pulling out of Mali, and Romania’s earliest estimation of October 15th, there is a substantial capability gap for MEDEVAC services, which will force MINUSMA to limit their operations. This gap will put humanitarian aid delivery and the peace process at risk. While the UN may be able to fill a portion of that gap with private contractors, it is important to recognize that this “white fleet” does not have military capability and cannot operate within active conflict zones or at night. A significant gap in MEDEVAC services beyond a normal one-month transition would likely require scaling down of MINUSMA stabilization and protection activities in Mali.
New Democrats remain disappointed in the government of Canada for the short 12-month commitment to Mali and for imposing a hard exit date of July 31, 2019. The government’s position is that its new “Smart Pledging” policy requires both short commitments and hard exit dates when neither is the case. New Democrats support the Interim Report in its call for Canada to do everything possible to help Romania, a NATO ally with whom we have worked closely on other missions, become operational as quickly as possible and for keeping the capability gap as small as possible. This should include providing the heavy-lift transportation to get Romanian equipment in to the field quickly and possibly leaving some Canadian assets in the field while Romania works to become completely operational.

When the Liberals took office in 2015 the Government of Canada made a declaration that Canada was back and ready to punch above our weight. In the intervening years, there has been little action to back up those words. Our global partners are watching, and they are holding Canada to their promise of greater UN participation in peace operations. In Mali, Canadians have been making a real difference with the level of expertise our Forces have been able to contribute, both on a technical level with the equipment and at a personal level with our highly-trained and capable service members, and our demonstration that women can play key roles in peace support operations. The role the Canadian Forces have played has been vital to the operations of MINUSMA, itself a mission of supreme importance to preserving regional stability in West Africa. The world cannot afford Mali becoming a failed state. This would bring about an enormous humanitarian crisis, an increase in trafficking in guns, drugs, and people through the region, and yet another flow of migrants toward developed nations. Canada has the knowledge and expertise to help prevent this catastrophe and New Democrats continue to urge the Government of Canada to not abandon our role in Mali too early.

New Democrats believe that the Interim Report should have included the following recommendations:

1) That the government of Canada recognize the serious consequences that state failure in Mali would have on ongoing humanitarian aid efforts, on counter trafficking operations aimed at stopping the flow of drugs, guns, and people across the Sahel, and on future refugees flows.

2) That the government of Canada recognize the important role MINUSMA is playing in stabilizing Mali and entire the region.
3) That the government of Canada recommit support for Mali in view of longstanding Canadian development assistance programming in view of the ongoing economic ties between Canada and Mali.

4) That the government of Canada extend its support mission to MINUSMA until October 15th, 2019. This is necessary to avoid a lengthy gap in provision of MEDEVAC services in view of the fact that Canada’s air MEDEVAC replacement will not be in place until October 15th.

5) That the government of Canada expedite a package of assistance measures to assist in the stabilization of Mali to flow immediately after the end of our current military mission in order to demonstrate Canada’s ongoing support for MINUSMA and that this package include additional measures to expedite the arrival of Canada’s promised contribution to the police training mission in Mali and provide additional support to the peace process in Mali, in particular the DDR (Disarmament, Demobilization, and Reintegration) Program.

6) That the government of Canada offer additional bilateral military assistance to the G5 Sahel nations based on the successful model of Canada’s Project Naberius in Niger in order to increase their capacity to guarantee their own security.

7) That the government of Canada increase its commitment to women, peace, and security programming as it has been shown that women taking active roles in peace operations lead to higher success rates for those operations and help foster better relationships with local communities than predominantly male-dominated operations.